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he offended all good Liberals by preventing its natural con-
summation—the absorption of Rome into it. He constantly
shifted from one horn of the dilemma to the other, and found
both equally uncomfortable. When in 1862 Garibaldi planned
a dash on Rome, Napoleon threatened to make war on Italy
unless Victor Emmanuel checked the movement; and Italy's
national hero was wounded by an Italian bullet at aspromonte.
Then he went on to the other tack, and made the convention
of september (1864) by which he agreed to withdraw the
French garrison within two years, provided that Victor
Emmanuel would guarantee the inviolability of the city of Rome
and would take Florence instead of Turin as his capital.1
In 1864 Pope Pius IX broke completely with his earlier
liberalism by the famous syllabus warning Catholics against
some eighty " principal errors/* including rationalism, national-
ism, socialism, democracy, lay education, religious toleration,
civil marriage—in fact, most of the ideas on which modern, as
distinct from medieval, society is based. There is little doubt
that this was partly intended as a hit at Napoleon, who always
claimed to be the embodiment of the " Revolution." Smarting
under this annoyance, he withdrew his troops from Rome even
earlier than the date mentioned in the Convention of September.
But this action did not win him any favour with the Liberals;
for the garrison had hardly left Rome when Garibaldi once more
invaded the Papal Domains, and the French had to return and
defeat them at the battle of mentana (1867). Thereafter they
remained within reach of Rome at Civita Vecchia.
§ 146. floundering.—Worse was yet to come. As we have
seen, Napoleon made grotesque miscalculations as to the
duration and result of the Austro-Prussian War, and by his
ill-timed requests for " compensations " on the Rhine he merely
strengthened Prussia's hold over the rest of Germany and
* It was characteristic of Napoleon's difficulties that the Liberals
stigmatised this last provision as a forced renunciation of Rome, while the
Catholics stigmatised it as a stepping-stone thither.

